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Joint LHC Machine-Experiments Workshop on Very
Forward Detectors

 

Thursday 25 January 2007

from 09:00 to 19:00

at CERN ( AT auditorium )

Description: The workshop is the follow-up of the TAN integration workshop of last year extended to all very forward detectors installed in the
LHC tunnel. The aim is to review the status of the installation and the plans for commissioning and operation. 
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09:00->12:50    Morning Session (Convener: Daniela Macina (CERN) )

09:00 Welcome (10') (  Slides    ) D. Macina (CERN)

09:10 LHC startup plans for 2007 and 2008 (20') (  Slides   ) R. Bailey (CERN)

09:35 Signal and background simulation at the recombination chamber (25') (

 Slides    )

V. Talanov (CERN, IHEP

Protvino)

10:05 Detectors installation in the TAN at IR1and IR5: status and planning (25') (  Slides  ) A L Perrot (CERN)

10:35 coffee break

11:00 BRAN at IR1 and IR5: status, commissioning and operation (1) (10') (  Slides    ) H. Matis (LBNL)

11:10 BRAN at IR1 and IR5: status, commissioning and operation (2) (20') (  Slides   ) Alessandro Ratti (LBNL)

11:35 LHCf detectors: status, commissioning and operation (25') (  Slides    ) O. Adriani (Firenze Univensity and INFN)

12:05 ATLAS ZDC: status, commissioning and operation (25') (  Slides    ) S. White (BNL)

12:35 lunch break

14:00->18:10    Afternoon Session (Convener: Anne-Laure Perrot (CERN) )

14:00 CMS ZDC: status, commissioning and operation (25') (  Slides   ) O. Grachov (University of Kansas)

14:30 ALICE ZDC: status, commissioning and operation (25') (  Slides    ) M. Gallio (Torino University and INFN)

15:00 BRAN at IR2 and IR8: status, commissioning and operation (25') (  Slides   ) E. Bravin (CERN)

15:30 coffee break

16:00 TOTEM Roman Pots: status, commissioning and operation (25') M. Oriunno (CERN)

16:30 ATLAS Roman Pots: status, commissioning and operation (25') (  Slides    ) B. Di Girolamo (CERN)

17:00 FP420: a project for Proton tagging in the 420m region around ATLAS and CMS (25') (

 Slides   )

B. Cox (University of

Manchester)

17:30 Conclusions (20') (  Slides    ) E. Tsesmelis (CERN)
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Joint LHC Machine-Experiments workshop on the
luminosity monitoring and measurement

 

Friday 26 January 2007

from 08:30 to 17:30

at CERN ( AT auditorium

)

Description: The workshop will focus on the 2007 run at 450 GeV and on the 2008 run at 7 TeV. The aim is to review how the machine and the
experiments plan to monitor (and measure) the luminosity during the LHC commissioning and start-up phase.  
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09:30->12:30    Morning Session (Convener: Massimiliano Ferro-Luzzi (CERN) )

09:30 Welcome (05') (  Slides    ) E. Tsesmelis (CERN)

09:35 Summary of the Joint LHC Machine-Experiments workshop on Very Forward Detectors (25') (

 Slides   )

D. Macina (CERN)

10:05 ALICE: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides   ) T. Nayak (CERN)

10:35 coffee break

11:00 ATLAS: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides   ) L. Fabbri (Bologna University)

11:30 CMS: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides   ) D. Marlow (Princeton Univeristy)

12:00 LHCb: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides   ) T. Lastovicka (CERN)

12:30 lunch break

14:30->17:30    Afternoon Session (Convener: Emmanuel Tsesmelis (CERN) )

14:30 LHCf: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides   ) T. Sako (Nagoya University)

15:00 TOTEM: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides    ) M. Deile (CERN)

15:30 coffee break

16:00 LHC Machine: Luminosity monitoring and measurement (25') (  Slides   ) H. Burkhardt (CERN)

16:30 Machine-Experiments data exchange (25') (  Slides   ) D. Swoboda (CERN)

17:00 Conclusions (20') (  Slides   ) M. Ferro-Luzzi (CERN)
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R.Bailey, January 2007

2008 draft schedule

 3 month ++ shutdown (no beam)

 4 weeks checkout (no beam)
 8 weeks beam commissioning

 26 weeks -- physics run (protons)

 20 days physics
 4 days MD
 3 days technical stop

LHC Hardware Commissioning to 7TeV

LHC Machine 
Checkout

LHC Beam 
Commissioning

LHC Physics run

LHC Physics run



R.Bailey, January 2007

New Master Planning – main points for commissioning

Power tests on magnet circuits
Sectors 78, 81, 45 fully hardware commissioned

Cycled to 7.2TeV with full protection systems
7-8 8-1 kept on standby below 80K after HWC
4-5 kept at nominal operating temperature after HWC

Sectors 34, 56, 67 hardware commissioned for 450GeV
Cycled to ~1TeV with limited protection systems
Kept at nominal operating temperature after HWC

Sector 23, 12 hardware commissioned for 450GeV just in time

All special function equipment has been tested to 450GeV and more
Transfer lines, Injection systems, Extraction systems
RF, BI, Collimators
RP systems, MP systems (users)

Vacuum closed end August 2007

Global test of Access Control System October 2007

Engineering run in 2007

Shutdown to commission hardware to top energy

Commission with beam to top energy in 2008

Need soon to get 
into the details of 

late 2007 …

 cooling down, 
vacuum system, 

power tests, 
operation tests, 

access tests, 
beam
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Detectors for Relative Luminometry
IP  Detector   Installed   (not very useful for eng. run)

1  BRAN-A    before eng. run 
  ZDC   before eng. run
  Lucid, BCM  before eng. run
  MB Trig Sc, Fwd Cal  before eng. run
  LHCf   before eng. run    (later, removed ...)
  Roman pots ALFA  2008/2009 shutdown or later
  
2  BRAN-B   before eng. run 
  ZDC   before eng. run
  V0, T0   before eng. run

5  BRAN-A   before eng. run 
  ZDC   before eng. run
  Iron Fib Cal   before eng. run
  Pix Telesc  ?
  T2    before eng. run
  Roman pots TOTEM probably 2007/2008 shutdown or later

8  BRAN-B   before eng. run 
  Pile-Up Detector  before eng. run
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Absolute luminosity

Experiment  Method(s)   Aim When

LHC   LHC params   20-30% eng. run and on

   vd Meer scan   10-20% eng. run and on

ALICE (pp)  „Totem+MC“   10% initial

      5% final

            (HI)  Mutual EM dissoc  ? 

ATLAS  LHC params   10%  initial

   W/Z and ee/µµ   5-10% medium term

   Elastic (Coulomb)  2-3% long term, 2010?

CMS   LHC params   10% ? initial

   W/Z and ee/µµ   5% ? final

   „Totem“   <5% final 

LHCb  beam-gas   20% eng. run and on

      10% 2008

      < 5% later

LHCf  „Totem+MC“   ?

TOTEM  Optical Theorem  10% early 14TeV run, β* = 90 m

      <2% final, β* = 1540 m

E
X

pts duirng  E
ng. run: use S

ppS
+

M
C



Luminosity from Machine Parameters

2 Heavy Ion

Heavy ion is special case with localized heating due to e- capture [9].

Luminosity measurement could be easier than for protons due to the well known electromagnetic

dissociation process and its large cross section of order 100 barn. The signal in the BRAN should be

large.

3 LHCf

Done search in EMDS for TAN 22/2/2006. Found https://edms.cern.ch/file/705641/0.1/LHC-LJ-EC-

0013-00-10.pdf saved as ˜/temp/lumi_tan/LHC-LJ-EC-0013-00-10.pdf The techni-

cal design report [10].

Want to run until luminosity few 10**30.

Effect on LHC luminositymonitor ”BRAN” see ˜/temp/lumi_tan/TAN-WS060310-itow.ppt .

Was estimated without beam divergence.

4 β∗

At injection 18 or now rather 17m in IR1/5 and 10m in IR2/8. A larger β∗ of 17 or 18m allows for
more aperture and should make quenches of the triplet less probable. IR2/8 are also used in injection

and need 90◦ between kicker in TDI which is easier with a bit smaller β∗.
To make sure look at strength files.

Injection.

grep "beta.ip" /afs/cern.ch/eng/lhc/optics/V6.5/V6.5.inj.str .

Results is 17m in 2/8 and 10m in 1/5

Early collisions.

grep "beta.ip" /afs/cern.ch/eng/lhc/optics/V6.5/V6.5.ecol.str .

Results is 10m in 2 and 2m in 1/5/8.

Physics.

grep "beta.ip" /afs/cern.ch/eng/lhc/optics/V6.5/V6.5.coll.str .

Results is 10m in 2/8 and 0.55m in 1/5

5 Luminosity with crossing angle

Standard luminosity expression for head-on collisions:

L =
N2 frev nb

4πσ∗2
(1)

divide this by the reduction factor for the crossing angle (blue LHC design book. p. 21)

√

1 +

(

θcσz

2σ∗

)2

(2)

Small effect, except at small physics β∗. See Lumi_LHC.nb .
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Reduction by crossing angle. θc is the full crossing  
angle, nominally  ~ 300 mrad
Not an issue for commissioning.
~ 1% or still rather negligible for 7 TeV, β* = 11 m
only really significant (~ 20%) at 7 TeV squeezed
σz is the r.m.s bunch length, 7.55 cm at 7 TeV

For head-on collisions of round beams and
N particles / bunch   for nb bunches
Gives absolute luminosity
Accuracy :  knowledge of effective beam sizes
(overlap integral) at IP

We expect to be able to predict absolute luminosities for head-on collisions based on 
beam intensities and dimensions, to maybe 20-30 % and potentially much better if a 
special effort is made.
Planned : LHC Machine luminosity determination -  as subject of PhD thesis.



Some comments and implications

Luminosity Monitoring will be done by all experiments

Hardware all ready for engineering run -  but performance at 450 
GeV rather limited

my talk on : LHC machine luminosity
           generally strong interest, lots of questions.

very positive feedback on :
Absolute Luminosity from Machine parameter
particularly in commissioning, including 450 GeV run


